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The (1:1) clusters of 1,2,4,5-tetrafluorobenzene (TFB) with methanol and with 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE)
were studied both experimentally and computationally. Through use of fluorescence-detected infrared
spectroscopy, the (1:1) clusters were identified in supersonic jets. Intermolecular interactions in the clusters
were characterized by the spectral shifts of the aromatic C-H stretching modes in the TFB moiety owing to
the cluster formation. The molecular structures, stabilization energies, and vibrational frequencies of the clusters
were computed at the MP2/6-31+G* level. Both computational and experimental data indicate that an aromatic
C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond is present in the TFB-methanol cluster, while it is absent in the TFB-TFE cluster.

Introduction

Hydrogen bonds have attracted substantial interest in the fields
of chemistry and biology.1,2 Depending on the type of the
interaction, the strength of the hydrogen bond can vary from
well over 10 kcal/mol (termed as strong hydrogen bonds) to a
few kcal/mol (weak hydrogen bonds). Though the stabilization
energy of the weak hydrogen bond is generally quite small, it
has been pointed out that such a weak intermolecular interaction
is of potential importance in structures and functions of
biological macromolecules. Therefore, a great deal of effort has
been made to understand the nature of weak hydrogen bonds.
The C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond is one of the weakest hydrogen
bonds, and a number of studies have been carried out as seen
in the literature.2-5 In particular, aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen
bonds are of considerable interest in crystal engineering,
biological systems, and molecular recognition.6-14 For the
investigation of such a weak aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond,
vibrational spectroscopy is one of the most powerful techniques.
Moreover, combination with supersonic jet spectroscopy is
ideally suited for such studies because it allows us to observe
intermolecular interactions without perturbations from surround-
ing molecules. Recently, Kim, Brutschy, and co-workers15-19

indicated the formation of an aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond
in mono- and disubstituted halobenzene-water/methanol clus-
ters by infrared depletion spectroscopy combined with ab initio
calculations. Since the aromatic C-H stretch region in infrared
spectra is usually congested due to several bands including Fermi
resonance counterparts, it is not so straightforward to extract
the structural information from the spectra. More recently, we
reported an experimental and computational study on the 1,2,4,5-
tetrafluorobenzene (TFB)-water cluster.20 It showed a clear
low-frequency shift and intensity enhancement of the aromatic
C-H stretching vibration of the TFB moiety upon cluster
formation. This was the first direct experimental evidence for
an aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond in isolated gas-phase
clusters. In addition to the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O interaction, the
computational data indicated the presence of another interaction
(i.e., O-H‚‚‚F interaction) to stabilize the TFB-water cluster.

The combination of these interactions prefers to have an in-
plane (ring) type structure in the TFB-water cluster. If any
one of the interactions is absent or significantly enhanced, then
it would result in a different cluster structure, demonstrating
the competition between the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond
and the other intermolecular interactions.

With respect to this point, in this study, we have tried to
compare the TFB-methanol and TFB-2,2,2-trifluoroethanol
(TFE) systems. The presence of the electron-withdrawing CF3

group in TFE enhances the acidity of the hydroxyl group, and
it may change the balance between the intermolecular interac-
tions. We apply both electronic and vibrational spectroscopy
to identify and characterize the 1:1 clusters of TFB-methanol
and TFB-TFE in the isolated gas-phase condition. We also
perform ab initio computations on the structures, energies, and
vibrational frequencies of the TFB-methanol and TFB-TFE
clusters at the MP2/6-31+G* level to corroborate our experi-
mental results.

Experimental Section

The details of the experimental setup have been described
elsewhere.21 Briefly, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) excitation,
fluorescence-detected infrared (FDIR), and infrared-ultraviolet
(IR-UV) hole-burning spectra were recorded on a jet expansion
of TFB with methanol or TFE. TFB (Aldrich,>99%), methanol
(Cica,>99%), and TFE (Cica,>98%) were used without further
purification. The gaseous mixture of TFB and methanol (or TFE)
was seeded in a helium buffer gas of stagnation pressure at 2-4
atm and was expanded by a pulsed nozzle with an orifice of
0.8 mm diameter. The LIF signal was detected by a photomul-
tiplier tube (Hamamatsu, 1P28) combined with color filters. The
IR spectrum of the cluster was obtained by FDIR spectroscopy.
In this spectroscopy, the ground-state population of a particular
species is monitored as the LIF intensity of the S1 r S0

transition with a UV laser pulse. A tunable IR laser pulse is
introduced 50 ns prior to the UV pulse. When the IR frequency
is resonant with the vibrational transition of the species
monitored, the ground-state population decreases, resulting in
the depletion of the LIF signal intensity. Thus, the IR spectrum
is obtained as a fluorescence dip spectrum. To identify the
existence of multiple isomers, we employed IR-UV hole-
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burning spectroscopy. In this technique, the LIF excitation
spectra with the UV laser pulse are recorded with and without
the IR pulse tuned to a vibrational transition of a particular
isomer, where the IR pulse is introduced at 50 ns prior to the
UV pulse. In comparison with the band intensities in these two
spectra, only the bands due to the isomer labeled by the
vibrational transition show the intensity decrease with the IR
light.

Computational Methods

Ab initio computations on the TFB-methanol and TFB-
TFE systems were performed using the Gaussian 98 program.22

Geometry optimizations were performed at the MP2/6-31+G*
level to obtain minima corresponding to the various isomers of
the TFB-methanol and TFB-TFE clusters. The choice of this
level has already been proven to be applicable to a larger number
of clusters containingπ systems.23 No constraints were imposed
on the molecular geometry during the optimization process. The
stabilization energies of the clusters were corrected for the zero-
point energy (ZPE) and basis set superposition error (BSSE)
using the counterpoise correction scheme outlined by Boys and
Bernardi.24 According to Kim et al.,23 the 100% BSSE correction
often underestimates the stabilization energy, and the 50%
correction is a good empirical approximation. Therefore, we
report the stabilization energies with both the 100% and 50%
BSSE corrections. Vibrational frequencies of each isomer were
also calculated at the MP2/6-31+G* level. The computed
frequencies were then scaled to fit to the experimental results.
The scaling factor of 0.9482 was determined to reproduce the
observed aromatic C-H stretching frequency of bare TFB.

The computed frequencies of the isomers of the TFB-
methanol and TFB-TFE clusters were then used to simulate
the vibrational spectra. Simulated spectra were constructed
assuming a Lorentzian line profile with a full-width half-
maximum (fwhm) of 0.5 cm-1, which is the typical line width
obtained in our experimental spectra.

Results and Discussion

Experimental. The identification of the electronic transition
corresponding to the binary cluster is the first step in the
spectroscopic characterization. Figure 1a shows the S1 r S0

LIF excitation spectrum of TFB in the region of 36 500-37 160
cm-1. A strong band at 36 555 cm-1 is assigned to the origin
band of TFB as reported in the literature.25 When TFB is
coexpanded with methanol, new features at 36 776, 36 806,
36 832, 36 845, and 36 846 cm-1 appeared in the spectrum
(Figure 1b). These features are clearly attributed to the clusters
of TFB with methanol. The features of TFB-methanol are high-
frequency-shifted by 221, 251, 277, 290, and 291 cm-1 from
the origin band of bare TFB. Figure 1c shows the LIF excitation
spectrum of TFB in the presence of TFE. In this case, new
features appear at the high-frequency side by 111, 125, 128,
175, 185, and 188 cm-1 from the origin band of bare TFB. These
observations are quite similar with the case of TFB-water in
which the cluster bands are high-frequency-shifted by 198 and
255 cm-1.20 Through use of IR-UV hole-burning spectroscopy,
we confirmed that all of the cluster features of TFB-methanol
and TFB-TFE are due to a single isomer of the (1:1) cluster,
as will be discussed later. We also note that the features seen
at 36 753 and 36 810 cm-1 in Figure 1 are attributed to the
TFB-water cluster. As water is an unavoidable impurity in such
experiments, these cluster bands are seen in every spectrum.

The FDIR spectra of bare TFB, TFB-methanol, and TFB-
TFE in the C-H and O-H stretch regions are depicted in parts
b, c, and d of Figure 2, respectively. As reported in our previous
study, the antisymmetric aromatic C-H stretching vibration of
bare TFB shows a weak doublet at 3091 and 3094 cm-1 (Figure
2b), which may be attributed to a Fermi mixing.20 In the
spectrum of the TFB-methanol cluster, two bands are seen at
3082 and 3066 cm-1 in the aromatic C-H stretch region. A
feature at 3082 cm-1 is assigned to the aromatic C-H stretch
of the TFB moiety in the cluster. Another feature at 3066 cm-1

may be a combination band due to a Fermi mixing with the
C-H stretch, which was also observed in the TFB-water
cluster.20 The aromatic C-H stretch frequency of TFB-
methanol is low-frequency-shifted by 12 cm-1 in comparison
with that of 3094 cm-1 in bare TFB. This low-frequency shift
clearly indicates the formation of an aromatic C-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bond between the TFB and methanol molecules. It
can also be seen from parts b and c of Figures 2 that the intensity
of the aromatic C-H band in the TFB-methanol cluster is
significantly enhanced in comparison with that of bare TFB. It
further supports the formation of the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bond, which substantially perturbs the aromatic C-H
stretch of the TFB moiety in the cluster. The O-H stretching
band of the methanol moiety in the TFB-methanol cluster is
observed at 3668 cm-1 (Figure 2c). The O-H stretch mode is
low-frequency-shifted by 13 cm-1 from that of bare methanol.26

The C-H stretching frequencies of the methanol moiety in the
TFB-methanol cluster are observed at 3004, 2959, and 2848
cm-1, which are close to those of theυ2 (2999 cm-1), υ9 (2959

Figure 1. Laser-induced fluorescence spectra of (a) 1,2,4,5-tetrfluo-
robenzene (TFB), (b) TFB in the presence of methanol, and (c) TFB
in the presence of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE). Insert figures show the
expanded scale for the corresponding cluster region.
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cm-1), andυ3 (2843 cm-1) modes of bare methanol, respec-
tively.27,28We also observed the overtone and combination bands
of the bending vibrations of the methanol moiety near 2915
cm-1. The similar bands were also observed in the studies on
the fluorobenzene-methanol andp-difluorobenzene-methanol
clusters.17 The observed vibrational frequencies of the TFB-
methanol cluster are tabulated in Table 1.

In contrast with TFB-methanol, the aromatic C-H stretching
band of the TFB moiety in TFB-TFE is observed at 3094 cm-1

(Figure 2d), which is same as that of bare TFB. Moreover, no
remarkable enhancement of the band intensity was seen. These
characteristics clearly indicate that the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bond is absent in TFB-TFE. The O-H stretching
band of the TFE moiety is observed at 3647 cm-1. The O-H
stretch mode is low-frequency-shifted by 10 cm-1 from that of
bare TFE.29 The C-H frequencies of the TFE moiety are
observed at 2996, 2956, and 2894 cm-1, which are close to
those of the CH2 antisymmetric stretch (υ2 ) 2992 cm-1), CH2

symmetric stretch (υ3 ) 2949 cm-1), and overtone of CH2
deformation (2υ4 ) 2896 cm-1) modes of bare TFE, respec-
tively.29 The observed vibrational frequencies of TFB-TFE are
tabulated in Table 2.

The existence of multiple isomers, even in the binary clusters,
is known in many instances. To investigate such a possibility,
IR-UV hole-burning spectroscopy was applied to the TFB-
methanol and TFB-TFE systems. The IR-UV hole-burning
spectra for TFB-methanol and TFB-TFE are shown in Figures
1S and 2S in the Supporting Information. All of the cluster bands
of the TFB-methanol cluster show a decrease in intensity with

the introduction of the IR light of which the wavelength is
resonant with the O-H stretching vibration. The same is
observed also for TFB-TFE. It confirms that all of the
corresponding cluster bands of TFB-methanol and TFB-TFE
arise from a single isomer of their (1:1) cluster.

From the above experimental results, it is evident that the
TFB-methanol cluster has a structure involving an aromatic
C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond, while such a bond is absent in TFB-
TFE.

Computational. At the outset, we performed geometry
optimizations at the MP2 level using a 6-31+G* basis set. In
the case of TFB-methanol, we have found three minima
corresponding to the1A, 1B, and1C structures as shown in
Figure 3. Interestingly, the1B type isomer does not show a
minimum in the case of the TFB-water system. In isomer1A,
the interatomic distance of H12-O14 was found to be 2.196
Å, which is substantially shorter than the sum of the van der
Waals radii for this pair of atoms and is known to be a typical
distance expected for an aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond.6

This result indicates the presence of an aromatic C-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bond in isomer1A. In addition, we also note that the
H13-F7 distance is 2.339 Å, which is within the sum of the
van der Waals radii for this pair of atoms, indicating the
contribution of the O-H‚‚‚F hydrogen bond in isomer1A.6 The
in-plane (ring) type structure of isomer1A is similar to the most
stable structure of TFB-water. On the other hand, the absence
of the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond is clearly revealed in
isomers1B and1C from their on-top geometric structures. The
stabilization energies of these structures are given in Table 3.
The stabilization energies are corrected for ZPE, for ZPE+
100% BSSE, and for ZPE+ 50% BSSE as well. The ZPE
corrections are scaled by 0.9482 because this factor fits the
computed frequencies to the experimental values. The ZPE+

Figure 2. Experimental and computed infrared spectra in the C-H
and O-H stretching vibrational regions. (a) Computed spectrum for
bare TFB. Fluorescence-detected infrared spectra of (b) bare TFB, (c)
TFB-methanol, and (d) TFB-TFE.

TABLE 1: Experimental and Computed Vibrational
Frequencies (cm-1) and Assignments for
1,2,4,5-Tetrafluorobenzene (TFB), Methanol, and
TFB-Methanol Clusters

computeda experimental mode assignment

TFB 3095(0)b symmetricυCH

3094(12) 3091, 3094 antisymmetricυCH

CH3OH 3580(35) 3681c υOH

3060(21) 2999d υ2

2992(50) 2959d υ9

2923(57) 2843d υ3

TFB-CH3OH 1A 3095(4) freeυCH of TFB
3069(103) 3082, 3066e hydrogen-bondedυCH

of TFB
3567(54) 3668 υOH of CH3OH
3061(18) 3004 υ2 of CH3OH
3003(40) 2959 υ9 of CH3OH

2936, 2919,
2913

overtone and combination
of υbendof CH3OH

2930(70) 2848 υ3 of CH3OH
TFB-CH3OH 1B 3095(3) υCH of TFB

3092(5) υCH of TFB
3567(35) υOH of CH3OH
3056(17) υ2 of CH3OH
2993(44) υ9 of CH3OH
2922(47) υ3 of CH3OH

TFB-CH3OH 1C 3095(3) υCH of TFB
3093(7) υCH of TFB
3571(37) υOH of CH3OH
3053(19) υ2 of CH3OH
2995(44) υ9 of CH3OH
2924(54) υ3 of CH3OH

a The calculation level is MP2/6-31+G*. A scaling factor of 0.9482
is applied. This scaling factor is determined to reproduce the observed
frequency of bare TFB.b Values in parentheses are computed intensities
in km/mol. c From ref 26.d From refs 27 and 28.e Fermi mixing (see
text).
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50% BSSE corrected stabilization energies for the1A, 1B, and
1C isomers of TFB-methanol are 3.94, 3.02, and 3.00 kcal/
mol, respectively, at the MP2/6-31+G* level. Isomer1A is the
most stable among the isomers of TFB-methanol. Moreover,
this isomer is quite similar to the most stable structure of the
(1:1) cluster of the fluorobenzene-methanol andp-difluoroben-
zene-methanol systems.17 However, the stabilization energy of
isomer1A in TFB-methanol (3.94 kcal/mol) is larger than those
in the p-difluorobenzene-methanol (3.40 kcal/mol) and fluo-
robenzene-methanol (3.22 kcal/mol) systems, being estimated
at the same level of theory. This increase in the stabilization
energy is accompanied by a decrease in the H12-O14 bond
distance from fluorobenzene-methanol (2.393 Å) top-difluo-
robenzene-methanol (2.326 Å) to TFB-methanol (2.196 Å).
The presence of four electron-withdrawing fluorine atoms in
TFB enhances the acidity of the aromatic C-H, and it results
in the stronger aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond. On the other
hand, the H13-F7 distance is increased from fluorobenzene-
methanol (2.086 Å) top-difluorobenzene-methanol (2.128 Å)
and TFB-methanol (2.339 Å). This behavior reflects the
competition between the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O and O-H‚‚‚F
hydrogen bonds, where the increase of the one hydrogen bond
strength results in the decrease of the other. Similar observations
are also seen in the cases of clusters of TFB,p-difluorobenzene,
and fluorobenzene with water. TFB-water (3.63 kcal/mol) has
a larger stabilization energy than those ofp-difluorobenzene-
water (2.80 kcal/mol) and fluorobenzene-water (2.68 kcal/
mol).15

In the geometrical optimization of TFB-TFE, using the MP2/
6-31+G* level, we initially found that bare TFE has two minima
corresponding to the gauche and trans forms with respect to
the dihedral angle of CCOH. The gauche conformer is more
stable, in agreement with the previous reports.29-31 At the MP2/
6-31+G* level, the zero-point corrected energy difference
between gauche and trans conformers is 1.93 kcal/mol. We then

TABLE 2: Experimental and Computed Vibrational
Frequencies (cm-1) and Assignments for
1,2,4,5-Tetrafluorobenzene (TFB), 2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol
(TFE), and TFB-TFE Clusters

computeda experimental mode assignment

TFB 3095(0)b symmetricυCH

3094(12) 3091, 3094 antisymmetricυCH

TFE(g) 3555(55) 3657c υOH

3049(4) 2992c υ2, CH2 antisymmetric stretch
2956(19) 2949c υ3, CH2 symmetric stretch

2896c 2υ4 (υ4: CH2 deformation)
TFE(t) 3575(61) υOH

2999(13) υ2, CH2 antisymmetric stretch
2940(23) υ3, CH2 symmetric stretch

3094 υCH of TFB
3647 υOH of TFE
2996 υ2 of TFE
2956 υ3 of TFE
2894 2υ4 of TFE

TFB-TFE(g)1D 3099(6) υCH of TFB
3093(7) υCH of TFB
3541(73) υOH of TFE
3045(3) υ2 of TFE
2956(21) υ3 of TFE

TFB-TFE(g)1E 3095(0) υCH of TFB
3094(15) υCH of TFB
3567(203) υOH of TFE
3043(6) υ2 of TFE
2964(13) υ3 of TFE

TFB-TFE(g)1F 3096(3) υCH of TFB
3093(8) υCH of TFB
3543(66) υOH of TFE
3043(3) υ2 of TFE
2956(21) υ3 of TFE

TFB-TFE(g)1G 3097(4) υCH of TFB
3094(7) υCH of TFB
3538(53) υOH of TFE
3047(2) υ2 of TFE
2956(19) υ3 of TFE

a The calculation level is MP2/6-31+G*. A scaling factor of 0.9482
is applied. This scaling factor is determined to reproduce the observed
frequency of bare TFB.b Values in parentheses are computed intensities
in km/mol. c From ref 29.

Figure 3. Structures of the TFB-methanol cluster showing selected
intermolecular bond distances (Å). All calculations were performed at
the MP2/6-31+G* level.

TABLE 3: Stabilization Energies (kcal/mol) for the
1,2,4,5-Tetrafluorobenzene (TFB)-Methanol and
TFB-2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol (TFE) Clusters Using
MP2/6-31+G* Level of Theory

stabilization energy

∆E1
a ∆E2

b ∆E3
c

TFB-CH3OH 1A 4.86 3.02 3.94
1B 4.39 1.66 3.02
1C 4.38 1.62 3.00

TFB-TFE(g) 1D 6.58 2.28 4.43
1E 5.92 2.66 4.29
1F 6.18 1.92 4.05
1G 5.61 2.05 3.83

a With ZPE correction.b With ZPE+ 100% BSSE correction.c With
ZPE + 50% BSSE correction.
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examined the TFB-TFE isomers involving both of these
conformers. Four minima are obtained corresponding to the
TFB-TFE isomers that arise from TFB with the gauche
conformer of TFE (TFE(g)):1D, 1E, 1F, and1G as shown in
Figure 4. We also searched other possible isomers that arise
from TFB with the trans conformer of TFE (TFE(t)). However,
all initial geometries of the TFB-TFE(t) isomers were con-

verged into one of the optimized TFB-TFE(g) isomers, and
we did not find any optimized structure corresponding to the
TFB-TFE(t) isomer. Moreover, as seen in Figure 4, all of the
isomers have on-top structures, where the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bond is clearly absent. Though we tried structures
similar to the1A isomer of TFB-methanol, the TFE moiety
was flipped on the aromatic ring surface during the optimization.
The stabilization energies of the TFB-TFE(g) structures are
given in Table 3. The ZPE+ 50% BSSE corrected stabilization
energies for1D, 1E, 1F, and1G isomers of TFB-TFE(g) are
4.43, 4.29, 4.05, and 3.83 kcal/mol, respectively, at the MP2/
6-31+G* level. In isomers1D, 1E, and 1F, the interatomic
distance of H13-F7 are 2.219, 2.048, and 2.286 Å, respectively.
These distances lie within the sum of the van der Waals radii
for this pair of atoms and are typical distances expected for
O-H‚‚‚F hydrogen bonds.6 The interatomic distances of C2-
F20 and C6-F21 in 1D are 3.106 and 3.323 Å, respectively.
The interatomic distance of C2-F20 in 1E is 2.980 Å. The
interatomic distances of C6-F20 and C6-F21 in1F are 3.163
and 3.330 Å, respectively. The interatomic distances of O13-
C2 and C6-F21 in 1G are 3.186 and 3.152 Å, respectively.
These distances are comparable with previous results reported
by Alkorta et al. for electron donor‚‚‚π (C6F6) interactions.32

Vibrational Assignments. Tables 1 and 2 give the scaled
computed frequencies for the isomers of TFB-methanol and
TFB-TFE, respectively, optimized at the MP2/6-31+G* level
together with the experimentally observed frequencies. The
simulated spectra depicting the scaled frequencies are also seen
in Figures 5 and 6 with the experimentally observed spectra.
Figures 2a, 5b-d, and 6b-e show the computed spectra of bare
TFB, TFB-methanol isomers, and TFB-TFE isomers, respec-
tively.

As seen from Table 1 and Figure 5, the observed spectral
features of TFB-methanol are well reproduced only with the
simulated spectrum (Figure 5b) of isomer1A, which has an
aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond. The calculated results predict
that the hydrogen-bonded aromatic C-H stretching gives a low-
frequency shift of 25 cm-1 from the aromatic C-H stretch of
bare TFB. Furthermore, the intensity of the hydrogen-bonded
aromatic C-H stretch (103 km/mol) is significantly stronger
than those in bare TFB (12 km/mol). Such a low-frequency shift
and intensity enhancement of the hydrogen-bonded aromatic
C-H stretch in isomer1A are consistent with the present
experimental observation. Thus, the formation of the aromatic
C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond in TFB-methanol is clearly supported
by the ab initio calculations. As in the TFB-water system, the
O-H and C-H stretching frequencies of the methanol moiety
of all of the isomers do not show any significant difference. It
is therefore difficult to derive any structural information from
these vibrations.

In contrast with the TFB-methanol cluster, the experimental
results strongly suggest that the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen
bond is absent in the TFB-TFE cluster. Our computations also
predict that all of the stable isomers,1D, 1E, 1F, and1G have
the on-top structures with an absence of the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bond. As seen in Figure 6 and Table 2, the computed
aromatic C-H stretch frequencies of all of these isomers very
closely resemble the observed frequency. Furthermore, the
computed shift values of the O-H and C-H stretching modes
of the TFB moiety of all of the isomers do not agree well with
the corresponding experimental values (Table 4). Hence, at
present stage, we cannot identify the structure of TFB-TFE.
Even though the structure determination is difficult, the absence

Figure 4. Structures of the TFB-TFE(g) cluster showing selected
intermolecular bond distances (Å). All calculations were performed at
the MP2/6-31+G* level.
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of an aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond in TFB-TFE is clearly
supported from both the experimental and the computational
results.

Comparison of TFB-Methanol, TFB-Water, and TFB-
TFE Clusters. The presence and absence of an aromatic
C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond is clearly revealed in TFB-methanol
and TFB-TFE clusters, respectively. The experimental and
computational data indicate the enhancement of the aromatic
C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond strength in TFB-methanol in com-
parison with that of TFB-water. The observed shift value of
the hydrogen-bonded aromatic C-H stretch in TFB-methanol
(12 cm-1) is larger than that in TFB-water (8 cm-1). This
observation is also supported by our computations, which show
a shorter H12-O14 bond distance in TFB-methanol (2.196
Å) than in TFB-water (2.217 Å). The larger proton affinity of
methanol (754.3 kJ/mol) than that of water (691.0 kJ/mol)
reflects this difference of the aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond
strength.33 On the other hand, in TFB-TFE, the O-H‚‚‚F bond

distance (2.048-2.286 Å) is shorter than that of TFB-methanol
(2.339 Å), indicating the O-H‚‚‚F interaction is strengthened
in TFB-TFE. The larger acidity of TFE than methanol reflects
this difference of the O-H‚‚‚F hydrogen bond strength.
Moreover, the fluorine atom(s) of the CF3 group of TFE also
show the effective interactions with the aromatic ring of TFB
in all of the isomers; they might be predominant over the
aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond. This would result in the
transformation of the in-plane structure to the on-top structure,
which makes the absence of an aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen
bond in TFB-TFE.

Conclusions

Fluorescence-detected infrared spectroscopy was applied to
the (1:1) clusters of TFB with methanol and 2,2,2-trifluoro-
ethanol in a supersonic jet. The low-frequency shift and intensity
enhancement of the hydrogen-bonded aromatic C-H stretching
vibration clearly revealed the presence of an aromatic C-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bond in TFB-methanol. On the other hand, the
aromatic C-H did not show any shift in the TFB-TFE cluster,
indicating the absence of an aromatic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond.
The ab initio computations at the MP2/6-31+G* level also
supported the present experimental observations.
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(TFE) Clusters

computedb

∆υa experiment 1D 1E 1F 1G

∆υOH -10 -14 12 -12 -17
∆υ2 4 -4 -6 -6 -2
∆υ3 7 0 8 0 0
a ∆υ ) υcluster - υbare. b Using MP2/6-31+G* level of theory.

Figure 6. (a) Fluorescence-detected infrared spectra of TFB-TFE.
Computed spectra of TFB-TFE(g) in the structures of (b)1D, (c) 1E,
(d) 1F, and (e)1G isomers. The same intensity scale was used for
plotting the computed spectra.
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